13. Select the button **Reports**.

14. From the box titled **Score Recording** select **Score Cards**.

15. Select **Pre-Filled Score Cards**

16. Select as shown below:
17. Select Print. Because you selected 8 rounds it will print a separate sheet of score cards for each pilot. These can be printed on pre-perforated card stock (furnished as part of the kit) so each pilot can easily determine his flight assignments and turn in his scores.

18. Individual Score Cards look like this:

19. Score cards are distributed to pilots at the pilots meeting.

20. 10 meter landing zones are laid out 10 meters apart.

21. The contest is ready to go.
Flying The Contest

22. Groups and Rounds are called to fly in regular order using whatever means CD determines.

23. Pilots are allowed to launch inside a 10 second launch window.

24. Pilots are allowed one 30 second motor run to launch as high as they please.

25. Pilots attempt to fly 10 minutes including motor run and land as close to the spot as possible.

26. When the land, the flight time, landing score and launch altitude are recorded on their score cards.

27. Pilot turns score card in to the scorer.

Scoring The Contest

28. Scorer receives the scorecards.

29. Select the button titled **Score Entry**.

30. Enter flight times, launch altitudes and landings (measured in meters) for each pilot in each group for each round. When flight time exceeds 600 seconds, no landing score may be entered.

30. Enter flight times and landings (measured in meters) for each pilot in each flight group for each round. When flight time exceeds 600 seconds, excess seconds are deducted from 600 flight points.
31. Select **Close**
32. Select **Reports**
33. Select **Overall Results**
34. Select **All Pilots**
35. Select **Print**